THE INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS ASSOCIATION
14, Dr Biresh Guha Street, Kolkata 700 017

INSTRUCTION TO AUTHORS FOR PAPER PRESENTATION AT THE 94TH INDIAN SCIENCE
CONGRESS TO BE HELD AT AMITY UNIVERSITY, NOIDA DURING 3-7 JANUARY 2007

A. PAPER PRESENTATION (ORAL/POSTER)

1. All papers to be submitted for presentation at the 94th Science Congress must be sent to the
   Concerned Sectional Presidents. Each paper must be accompanied by three copies of
   abstracts (within 100 words, without any sketches, tables, etc.) and a copy of the full paper. The
   name of the Section where the paper is to be presented should be indicated. The model format
   for abstract is given below. The addresses of Sectional Presidents are given in the website:
   www.sciencecongress.nic.in.

2. Each author is entitled to submit only two papers.

3. All authors must be members of ISCA. Corresponding author must give a declaration that
   authors/co-authors are members of ISCA.

4. Papers should reach on or before 15 September 2006. The abstracts of these papers if approved
   will be printed in Part II of the Proceedings of the 94th Science Congress. Papers (along with
   abstracts) received after 15 September 2006 will not be considered.

5. Contributed papers would be presented primarily by way of posters. Authors of the accepted
   papers will be advised by the concerned Sectional Presidents about preparation of posters. Size
   of each poster should be 1 meter × 1 meter and should be neatly prepared which can be read
   from a distance of 3 feet.

6. To encourage scientists, the Indian Science Congress Association has introduced a number of
   prizes for Best Poster presentation in January 1999. A maximum of Two prizes of Rs 5000 each
   in cash along with a certificate will be awarded to the best presentations in each Section during
   the valedictory function of the 94th Indian Science Congress.

MODEL FORMAT FOR ABSTRACT

NAME OF THE SECTION

TITLE OF THE PAPER

AUTHOR'S NAME(S)

&

AFFILIATION

KEYWORDS

ABSTRACT

For details please contact:

General Secretary (Headquarters), The Indian Science Congress Association, 14, Biresh Guha Street,
Kolkata 700 017. Phone: 033-2247 4530, Fax No. 0091-2240 2551

e-mail: iscacak@vsnl.net/iscacak2004@yahoo.com. Website: http://sciencecongress.nic.in